
Knights dream season results in state title after four set win against Presentation: 
 

Ontario Christian: 21-25-25-25=3 (39-2 O) 
Presentation:       25-18-15-16=1 (17-19 O) 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
Orange,CA 
 
Only 12 high school volleyball teams get to say that they're playing on the third Saturday of 
November in the State of California for championships. Ontario Christian for the first time in their 
history was one of those dozen and brought the largest cheering section of any team I saw in 
the four matches I got to watch. Despite dropping another opening set ,this time to Presentation, 
the Knights won a CIF-State title in four sets by scores of 21-25, 25-18, 25-15, and 25-16.  
 
Set one featured thirteen tied scores and nine lead changes. In fact neither team led by more 
than two points until Presentation had a set point at 24-21 off Jenna Sandall's kill. An attack 
error by Ontario Christian's Jenna Holmes ended the opening set at 25-21 for Northern 
California’s D3 champion. An ace from Kathy Millo gave the Knights an early lead at 9-7. 
Ontario Christian’s final lead of the set was at 21-19 off a Panthers ball handling error. Down 
19-17 Holmes and Peyton Tazelaar recorded kills in addition to a combination block between 
Giselle Vogel & Michaela Cruz for that lead before Presentation finished on a 6-2 run. Sandall (2 
kills) & Kylie Francisico (1 kill) had the Panthers last three kills of set one. In the set one win 
Presentation outhit Ontario Christian. 341% to .267% by hitting percentage.  
 
In set two the Knights got off to a quick 10-5 lead prompting a timeout from the Presentation 
bench. Tazelaar had an ace and two kills, Vogel & Annaka Jorgenson one kill each, and Holmes 
two more kills in that early push. Ontario Christian's lead became 17-10 off an ace from 
Jorgenson and attacking error from Sandall. Vogel put the Knights into their red zone ahead 
20-15 with a kill. From there back to back kills from Jorgenson along with a combination block 
between Riley De Groot & Jorgenson made it 24-18 and the set ended on a Panthers attack 
error. The Knights posted a .281% hitting percentage for two sets (.295% for set two) with 
Jorgenson (14 kills/0 errors/23 attempts .609% hitting percentage) and Tazelaar (9 kills/1 
error/16 attempts .500% hitting percentage) leading the way on offense as we were tied at a set 
apiece.  
 
Set three saw the Knights get off to another quick start taking a 10-7 lead. Vogel, Jorgenson 
and Tazelaar each had two kills in the opening push. A kill from Holmes made it 15-10 and 
Vogel put Ontario Christian into their red zone ahead 20-12. Michaela Cruz had the set ending 
kill this time ahead 25-18. In set three the Knights posted a match high .394% hitting percentage 
while Presentation dipped into the negatives at -.030% which meant that the Panthers had more 
errors than kills. Jorgenson committed her first attack error at 10-6 but still was at 17 kills/1 



error/35 attempts for a .457% percentage. Holmes ,with 4 kills in the third set, also got to double 
figure kills along with Tazelaar who posted a .455% hitting percentage after three sets (10 kills/1 
error/22 kills).  
 
Ontario Christian led 9-1 early in set four and looking at the Presentation bench it seemed as if 
they were resigned to their fate despite calling an early timeout. Selena Balderas recorded three 
consecutive aces to lead the way in that stretch. The lead reached 13-5 off kills from Holmes 
and Tazelaar. It got to 21-13 off a Millo ace and another kill from Holmes who put down the 
championship winning kill at 25-16.  
 
When asked about what she said to get the Knights back on track after dropping set 1 Ontario 
Christian coach Paige Liebhart ,Inland Sports Small Schools co-coach of the year as 
announced Saturday morning, remarked “We've been here before. We just gotta settle down, 
make a few adjustments, and play our game. I don't feel as if we were playing quite our game 
that first set.”  
 
Coming into the regional final on Tuesday Ontario Christian's team had been battling some 
illness so the veteran coach gave her players a day off Wednesday. I asked about the value of 
that break ,even necessitated by illness, and Liebhart remarked “They looked amazing on 
Thursday. They were dead on Tuesday night so I thought it was the best decision for us.”  
 
Knights senior Annaka Jorgenson ,Inland Sports Small Schools co-player of the year as 
announced Saturday morning, when asked to reflect on the last three years said “It's definitely 
been a three year journey for us to get here. These girls are everything to me and it's just really 
cool to have this win tonight. It's a community win. So many people put in so much to support 
and encourage us and not just during our state run but during CIF-Southern Section as well. It's 
something really special and I'll never forget it.”  
 
Sometimes there's a what I like to call “Awe” factor when a team is playing for a title (sectional 
or state) in that first appearance. When I asked if that happened to any of the Knights Peyton 
Tazelaar remarked “I think right when we walked in and heard the announcer during that match 
in front of us (Hilmar and San Luis Obispo) we were like ‘Whoa this is real.’ I kept reminding my 
teammates this is a once in a lifetime opportunity and we've worked hard to get here so let's go 
out there and play like we know we can.”  
 
As mentioned earlier in the story Ontario Christian brought one of the biggest crowds I've ever 
seen to a state final. When asked about what it means to have that kind of support behind them 
Liebhart remarked “I think it's crazy because we've only got around 400 kids in the entire school 
but yet we're practically filling our side at state finals. It's a testament to how much people love 
watching this team play because these kids are not only good athletically but as people and 
that's what it's all about.” 
 
Notable Knights: 



*Annaka Jorgenson>>21 kills/5 errors/48 attempts (.333% hitting percentage), 17 digs, 2 aces, 
2.5 blocks  
*Jenna Holmes>>14 kills/3 errors/40 attempts (.275% hitting percentage) & 14 digs 
*Peyton Tazelaar>>13 kills/1 error/31 attempts (.387% hitting percentage)  
*Kathy Millo>>3 aces 
*Selena Balderas>>20 digs & 3 aces (all in set 4) 
*Setters Giselle Vogel (32 assists) and Kiley Goedhart (20 assists) combined for 52 total assists 
and guided the offense to a team .278% hitting percentage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


